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Breaking from the Colonial Mold
Water Engineering and the Failure of Nation-Building
in the Plain of Reeds, Vietnam

D AV I D B I G G S

“The Plain of Reeds is like a gross ulcer on the flank of Cochinchina. Its reduction is absolutely necessary for public order.”
—Chau Doc Province administrator, 19431

When the last American helicopters evacuated Saigon in April 1975, they
left behind a nation with its villages, fields, and towns damaged by a war
that caused more than three million deaths, destroyed over a third of the
forests, and brought devastation across the borders into Laos and Cambodia. Amid such cumulative destruction, American nation-building, a
term used to describe many different efforts to reengineer Vietnamese
landscapes and society from 1954 to 1975, is popularly considered yet
another victim of defeat. Yet the introduction of new technologies performed under the rubric of nation-building has had a lasting influence, as
the current government continues to build new infrastructure outwards
from sites created in past eras. The current U.S. war in Iraq has spurred
public debate and new analyses of the political and strategic dimensions of
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1. Tïa Æ‚i Biéu Chính Phú Nam Vi¨t (TDBCPNV) (Records of the delegate of
South Vietnam), File H62-7, “Administrateur de la Province de Chau Doc à Mr le Gouverneur de la Cochinchine. 1 Oct 1943,” Vietnam National Archives Center No. 2 (VNA2),
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
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nation-building in Vietnam, yet few studies have examined its long-term
environmental and social legacies.2
This article considers American nation-building efforts in Vietnam in a
broader historical context, recognizing that the massive infusion of technology and the proliferation of technical training programs had profound
effects on Vietnamese people and places. Beyond statesmen and generals,
nation-building programs involved thousands of engineers, scientists,
farmers, administrators, educators, and technicians who over the years
struggled to reconcile differences with government agencies, one another,
target populations, and the environment to realize particular goals. Perhaps
the most popular account of such activities was the 1958 best-seller (and
1963 film) The Ugly American. The story, a fictionalized account of American development officers working in Southeast Asia, suggests that Americans were losing the cold war battle for hearts and minds not only because
of Soviet-aided insurgency movements, but also because “ugly” Americans—the rough-cut technical specialists and aid workers working in
remote villages and project sites—were routinely frustrated by “pretty”
Americans: the face men working in the embassies and collaborating with
the local elites. Homer Atkins is a tragic hero in the story, a talented engineer doomed by his own nation’s myopic bureaucracy. Farm boys like
Homer become talented linguists, anthropologists, and engineers, routinely
finding easy fixes to the economic and political problems of the day, which
they are powerless to implement. Senior American officials repeatedly ignore their proposals and opt instead for big-ticket, ill-fated schemes such as
hydropower dams and new highways.3
While The Ugly American is widely acknowledged as an accurate critique of American nation-building, it nevertheless oversimplifies the challenge that American technical advisors faced by relying on an appealing
myth: if only American technical advisors had received the support to
develop appropriate technology transfers, they might have eliminated the
appeal of the communists. In reality, conditions in the villages of Vietnam
were too complex to permit easy “fixes.” They were socially and environmentally shaped by a history of colonialism that left an infrastructure of
roads, railroads, telegraph lines, and plantations, and a public life built
around administrative offices, schools, and newspapers. Had Homer Atkins
2. For recent works on American modernization programs in Vietnam, see Jefferson P. Marquis, “The Other Warriors: American Social Science and Nation Building in
Vietnam,” Diplomatic History 24 (2000): 79–105; Michael E. Latham, Modernization as
Ideology: American Social Science and “Nation Building” in the Kennedy Era (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 2000); and Christina Klein, Cold War Orientalism: Asia in the Middlebrow Imagination, 1945–1961 (Berkeley, Calif., 2003). More recent scholarship drawing on Vietnamese records has produced new studies on Vietnamese perspectives; see Philip Catton,
Diem’s Final Failure: Prelude to America’s War in Vietnam (Lawrence, Kans., 2002).
3. William J. Lederer and Eugene Burdick, The Ugly American (New York, 1958).
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FIG. 1 Map of southern Vietnam and Cambodia, showing the location of
the Plain of Reeds. (Source: author illustration.)

worked in a real Vietnamese village, he would have met people who were
forced to labor on canal and railroad projects, who paid excessive crop
taxes to colonial landowners, and who suffered from disease, famine, and
violent conflict.4 The Mekong Delta, a rich rice-growing region, was
crowded with such villages. No area in the Mekong suffered more misfortune than the Plain of Reeds, a vast, flood-prone region that became an
important base for communist guerrillas during the 1940s (fig. 1).
Nation-building failed here not only because of misguided ideologies
or poor channels of communication from the grassroots to the top, but
also because Americans could not escape the landscape, webs of bureaucracy, and political movements that had been shaped by ninety years of
colonial rule and ten years of anticolonial warfare. From the moment
American advisors and machines arrived at Tan Son Nhat Airport, they
entered a complex world of local actors that invariably altered courses of
action. Actors who affected the everyday operations of American programs
included colonial-era companies, French-trained Vietnamese bureaucrats,
4. Rudolf Mrázek, especially in his first chapter, “Language as Asphalt,” expands on
the role that colonial infrastructure projects in Indonesia played in the development of
modern life, especially Indonesian language and the aesthetics of nationalism there; see
Mrázek, Engineers of Happy Land: Technology and Nationalism in a Colony (Princeton,
N.J., 2002).
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ethnic-Chinese merchants, and others who advanced competing political
agendas and collectively made nation-building unrealizable as envisioned.
The necessary participation of these players inevitably altered the projects,
often in ways that ran counter to American interests. Audiences in the
United States may have viewed nation-building in Vietnam as a fulfillment
of a global civilizing mission (as Michael Adas suggests), but in the field,
there was little evidence of an American vision. Nation-building was at best
a scattered program of diverse efforts that was subject to constant reinterpretation from year to year.5
In the course of building canals, airstrips, and refugee settlements,
Americans often perpetuated long-established relationships between excolonial engineers, officials, private companies, and landowners. These
colonial-era actors and the infrastructure they had developed constrained
American projects conceptually and practically in spite of the exponential
increase in funds and machines made available after 1954. American aid
also ushered in a new cohort of South Vietnamese leaders following Ngô
Æçnh Di¨m and his brother Ngô Æçnh Nhu. Their authoritarian, neo-Confucianist views on development constrained the Americans, who viewed
aid projects as efforts to democratize Vietnam rather than increase the
authority of President Di¨m and his clique.
Rather than indict authoritarian politicians, American imperialism, or
what James Scott calls a high-modernist ideology in nation-building’s failure in Vietnam, this article proposes an alternative explanation.6 American
nation-building campaigns generally failed to achieve the desired political
results because from the moment advisors arrived in the country, their
goals were modified and subverted by the existing colonial mold on agencies, technology, and the built environment. Even if American technical
advisors received clear local support for their agenda, they still had little
control over implementation because of uncertain environmental and military conditions at project sites. Rather than explore the flawed ideology of
nation-building, this article concentrates on the social and material connections produced by American projects in Vietnam in an effort to develop
a more nuanced understanding of nation-building as a set of environmen5. Michael Adas, Dominance by Design: Technological Imperatives and America’s Civilizing Mission (Cambridge, Mass., 2006).
6. Scott defines this as “the self-confidence about scientific and technical progress,
the expansion of production, the growing satisfaction of human needs, the mastery of
nature (including human nature), and, above all, the rational design of social order commensurate with the scientific understanding of natural laws” (James C. Scott, Seeing Like
a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed [New Haven,
Conn., 1998], 4). Scott attributes failure in nation-building and similar state-centered
schemes to this ideology, combined with state-initiated simplifications of nature (i.e.,
mapping), authoritarian regimes, and powerless electorates. For an excellent critical retrospective of Scott’s work, see James C. Scott, “Afterword to ‘Moral Economies, State
Spaces, and Categorical Violence,’” American Anthropologist 107 (2005): 395–402.
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tal and social phenomena linked to colonial and postwar events. Nationbuilding as proposed was never realized, yet nation-building activities had
lasting social and environmental consequences. The challenge for historians is to determine how these cold war–era activities became embedded
into older, colonial-era conditions and simultaneously transformed them
into postcolonial, postmodern environments.
Literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin’s idea of heteroglossia offers a helpful
theoretical approach for understanding how colonial-era features of the
landscape played into American projects and how American projects have
in turn influenced contemporary efforts. He suggests that there are both
monoglossic (single utterance) and heteroglossic (multiple utterance) forces
at work in the creation of language. Heteroglossia—using “another’s speech
in another’s language, serving to express authorial intentions but in a
refracted way”—allows us to consider how American engineers, National
Liberation Front (NLF) guerrillas, and South Vietnamese leaders took the
same settlement project, for example, and injected into it their own meanings (namely, new life settlement, frontier garrison, or concentration
camp).7 As Anne Spirn shows in The Language of Landscape, certain forms,
such as a persistently flooded landscape, operate symbolically as motifs
with essentially different meanings depending upon the applicable political
ideology.8 Many conflicts associated with nation-building thus can be considered struggles between different languages.
While heteroglossia may permit a more literary view of landscapes, it
does not allow us to investigate the relative persistence of some technologies or institutions in the landscape and the more fleeting appearances of
others. Actor-network theory (ANT) as developed by Bruno Latour, John
Law, Michel Callon, and others offers a more specific approach for tracing
the material and semiotic relationships among human and nonhuman
entities over time by considering how specific arrangements or groupings
of people, ideas, and technology may produce significant effects.9 ANT’s
claim that such groupings are constantly shifting is especially relevant to
studies of nation-building, as technical projects were often situated in
politically and environmentally volatile locations. Any change in related
conditions, such as a catastrophic flood, an interruption in American fund7. Mikhail M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, ed. Michael Holquist
and trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin, Tex., 1981), 324.
8. Anne Whiston Spirn, The Language of Landscape (New Haven, Conn., 1998).
9. Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through
Society (Cambridge, Mass., 1988); John Law, “Technology and Heterogeneous Engineering: The Case of Portuguese Expansion,” in The Social Construction of Technological Systems: New Directions in the Sociology and History of Technology, ed. W. E. Bijker, T. P.
Hughes, and T. J. Pinch (Cambridge, Mass., 1987); Michel Callon, “Some Elements of a
Sociology of Translation: Domestication of the Scallops and the Fishermen of St. Brieuc
Bay,” in Power, Action, and Belief: A New Sociology of Knowledge, ed. John Law (London,
1986).
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ing, or changing security conditions, could halt a project. In his recent
introduction to ANT, Latour suggests two primary kinds of actors important to this story of landscapes and nation-building: intermediaries, people
or things that carry meaning and function from one era to another; and
mediators, people or things (including environmental events such as
floods) that “transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the
elements they are supposed to carry.” 10
This article considers how intermediaries conveyed aspects of colonialera design into the American nation-building project and how mediators
inserted new ideas and technologies into development strategies—both
producing unique social and environmental legacies. It focuses on water
engineering as a crucial subset of nation-building activities; controlling
floods and increasing the amount of land under cultivation were vital to the
economic and strategic interests of South Vietnam. The region’s swamps
had long sheltered guerrillas moving across the border with Cambodia,
while floods swamped settlements, sending settlers into guerrilla-held territory. The Plain of Reeds—a real and figurative “quagmire”—repeatedly
thwarted attempts to control it, making water engineering symbolically important. Administrators had long recognized the strategic threat this region
presented; anticolonial leaders likewise capitalized on its impenetrability
and drew connections with anticolonial struggles that occurred in the nineteenth century.11
While South Vietnamese officials, revolutionaries, and American leaders
in Vietnam typically occupy center stage in stories about nation-building, I
focus instead on hydraulic engineers, who functioned both as intermediaries
and mediators when they reviewed older, colonial-era schemes, negotiated
between funding agencies and contractors, and confronted the conditions at
project sites. Records from public works agencies of the Republic of Vietnam
and French Indochina as well as those of U.S. aid agencies show us the reallife Homer Atkinses who worked throughout the era of American involvement in Vietnam. One quickly develops a sense of the unique political
cultures in which these people operated. The archival collections reveal frequent disputes within individual engineering and development agencies.
Engineers and private contractors were not drones; they debated nationbuilding projects at many different levels. Project documents show frequent
overlaps where engineers moved back and forth among French, Vietnamese,
and American domains. Given these overlaps from one agency to another as
well as from one era to another, the story that follows has many interconnected layers. A colonial-era chief engineer, for example, worked as a con10. Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory
(Oxford, 2005), 39.
11. David P. Elliott, The Vietnamese War: Revolution and Social Change in the Mekong
Delta, 1930–1975, abridged ed. (Armonk, N.Y., 2007), 200.
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sultant to South Vietnam after 1954 on a contract paid for with U.S. development funds.
Besides engineers, there are other important characters that show up in
the margins: the thousands of people who moved within the project sites;
the guerrillas who operated bases in the region and frequently attacked
dredges and other equipment; and the environment itself. While none of
these actors produced their own archives, I have used materials from the
above collections as well as memoirs, monographs, declassified American
and Vietnamese reports, and information generated from my own travel
and conversations to describe them.
Colonial Landscapes and the Invention of the Casier

As in many present-day war zones, much of the trouble in the Plain of
Reeds started with colonial rule—and not just with the violence of the conquest, but in response to built colonial environments that disrupted traditional livelihoods and separated the rich from the poor. As the French built
their garrison and port at Saigon in 1859, Vietnamese troops retreated into
the delta’s marshy interior to mount counteroffensives. Seven years later, a
combined force of several thousand French and colonial troops destroyed
this last vestige of the Vietnamese army at a hill in the middle of the Plain
of Reeds.12 Over the next several years, French hydrographers and engineers
set out to “pacify” the region, extending navigable canals for French gunboats and building permanent settlements on the reclaimed land. By the
1890s, economic development replaced security concerns, and the colonial
Department of Public Works (DPW) expanded the canal network in the
area in hopes of attracting European investors (fig. 2). French planters and
wealthy natives received land concessions that they rented in smaller parcels
to tenants. Natural disaster, not political violence, ended this venture when
12. Gò Tháp (Tower Hill) was the site of a Vietnamese fort built under King Thiêu
Tr´ (reigned 1840–47) located north of the present-day town of Tháp Müıi (MÒ An)
along 4 Bis Canal. In April 1866, provincial mandarin Ví Duy DüÛng defended it with
over 1,000 loyalist soldiers against 4,500 colonial and allied Vietnamese troops. After incurring heavy casualties on both sides, the French forces eventually won the battle and
took the fort. A local-born Vietnamese, Tr‰n Ba Lõc, led colonial Vietnamese troops and
eventually chased DüÛng down and captured the other commanders. In return for his
service, the colonial government awarded him the honorific position “Tông Æốc” (provincial governor) and gave him over 10,000 hectares of land in the area. Few accounts of
the battle exist in Vietnamese sources, although one recent article in the newspaper Nhân
Dân describes it in detail: “Landscapes: Go Thap,” Nhân Dân (English version), 16 October 1999. See also Nguyèn Hiân Lê, B‡y Ngày Trong Æòng Th†p Müıi (Long An, 1989),
43–51, and Société des Études Indo-Chinoises, Monographie de la Province de Sa-Déc (Saigon, 1903), 26. With assistance from UNICEF, Vietnam’s Ministry of Culture and Information has recently designated the battleground site at Æòng Th†p a national historic site.
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FIG. 2 Map of canals in the Plain of Reeds. (Source: author illustration.)
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three floods, in 1904, 1905, and 1907, inundated the newly settled area.
Famine and bankruptcy followed, driving out tenants and landowners
alike.13 Five years later, an agricultural engineer described it as an “absolute
desert,” where the only remains of human habitation were a few shacks and
gardens on island-like stretches of land created by the remnants of old
canal intersections.14
The resurgence of anticolonial political movements during the 1930s
prompted the colony’s engineers to refocus their efforts on reclamation in
the Plain of Reeds as a means of stemming political violence there. The new
plans, staunchly supported by politicians on the Left, called for moving
thousands of tenants to terres abandonées such as the Plain of Reeds to become small landowners or “little colonizers” (petit colons). The measure
aimed to transform a heavily indebted peasantry into a small landholding
class, while simultaneously undermining the appeal of the Indochinese
Communist Party and other groups opposed to French rule. In 1937,
socialist governor-General Jules Brévié even suggested that such resettlement projects might lead to the creation of worker-owned agricultural
cooperatives.15
Out of these debates was born the idea of the casier—literally, an encased settlement, an agricultural area of villages and fields encircled by
flood dikes. Translated literally from the French, it means a “rack,” “filing
box,” or “pigeonhole.” In Indochina, human geographers such as Pierre
Gourou first used the term to identify the cell-like landscapes of flood dikes
and canals in the Red River Delta, where Vietnamese villagers had communally maintained such structures for centuries.16 Arguing that such a model
of reclamation was more appropriate to Vietnamese society than the gridlike, industrial plantations of the south, French officials and engineers proposed building casiers with dredges to jump-start new settlements and stabilize a fragile political situation. A combined product of new ideas in
human geography, mounting political concerns about the landless poor,
and new approaches to mechanized agricultural production, the casier
operated as a powerful mediator in the actor-network sense by realigning
political factions and reorienting the agenda of the DPW, fundamentally altering colonial approaches to reclamation up to 1945.
13. Giáo Thông Công Chánh (GTCC) (Transportation and public works) RG, File
312, “Machefaux and Walthert, Rapport de Mission d’Études d’Aménagement HydroAgricole au Viet-Nam 4 Juillet–6 Septembre 1955,” VNA2.
14. A. Normandin, Travaux d’Hydraulique Agricole à Étudier et à Entreprendre en
Cochinchine (Saigon, 1913), 31.
15. TDBCPNV, File 23897/M1-11, “Social Reform in Cochinchina,” VNA2. Governor-General Brévié served the pro-Left French Popular Front from 1936 to 1938.
16. Pierre Gourou, Les Paysans du Delta Tonkinois: Étude de Géographie Humaine
(Paris, 1936); see also J. Y. Claeys, “La géographie humaine des pays Annamites basée sur
des observations aériennes,” Cahiers de l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient 22 (1940): 45.
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By physically boxing in sections of the Plain of Reeds and other terres
abandonées into casiers, the government intended to settle “restless” peasants and increase agricultural production in a manner that better suited
what French social scientists described as a Vietnamese mentalité toward
agriculture. Governor-General Brévié issued a decree stating his government’s commitment to reform working conditions and equalize population
pressures through the creation of casiers in low-population areas. A Commission of Inquiry on the Colonies applauded the measure, as did several
newly recognized noncommunist Vietnamese political parties. Vietnamese
reformers viewed such settlements as models for future rural communities
organized around farmer-owned cooperatives.17
Although the era of Brévié and his Popular Front lasted only two years,
this brief tenure crucially reoriented colonial strategies on land development. Brévié reorganized the DPW into several smaller agencies to further
distribute responsibility for new reclamation projects. Since 1880, the DPW
had repeatedly managed construction of canals and roads that benefited
European firms while often disrupting and ruining existing irrigation, especially in regions that native landowners had settled before colonial rule. The
Commission of Inquiry noted that DPW engineers had routinely followed
the recommendations of influential planters and politicians rather than
good data, causing agricultural and political trouble through poorly conceived infrastructure projects.18 While Brévié’s reorganization may seem
trivial, it forced the colonial government to commit funds from the general
budget to agricultural development and settlements for the first time.19
The political force most responsible for this shift in colonial attitudes
was, ironically, one that had no official role in such schemes: the Indochinese Communist Party (ICP). Beginning with prolonged strikes and
peasant uprisings in northern Vietnam in 1930, the ICP quickly expanded
its network of secret cells to other parts of the country, including the Mekong Delta. Bankrupted tenants joined the ICP’s call for reduced taxes and
interest rates as well as a “land to the tiller” policy to redistribute lands held
by absentee landlords.20 ICP members organized a series of protests in the
Plain of Reeds, some with several hundred farmers participating. Initially,
educated youth from relatively wealthy families in urban villages on the
eastern edge of the Plain of Reeds formed their base of support. After several waves of police repression, however, cadres shifted their bases to remote villages deep inside the terres abandonées.21 From these marshy hide17. TDBCPNV, File 23897/M1-11, “Social Reform in Cochinchina,” VNA2.
18. Goucoch Divers RG, File 2129, “Fonctionnement du Sce. Hydraulique Agricole
22 July 1938,” VNA2.
19. TDBCPNV RG, File 14068/H61-12, “Casier Tonkinoise I—1943,” VNA2.
20. Ibid., 207.
21. David P. Elliott, The Vietnamese War: Revolution and Social Change in the Mekong
Delta, 1930–1975, vol. 1 (Armonk, N.Y., 2003), 34.
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outs they established underground networks supported by local peasants.
At literacy classes and other meetings, they connected themselves to earlier
generations of patriots who had resisted colonial conquest on the same terrain. The “crisis agricole” described by colonial officials was therefore not
only an economic or environmental problem, but one rooted in such
underground political movements. Southern cadres had begun developing
the Plain of Reeds into a “cradle of the Revolution” (nôi c†ch m‚ng ).22
With the fall of France to the Nazis in June 1940 and the subsequent
formation of the fascist government at Vichy, the Popular Front strategy of
“colonization altruiste” did not simply vanish; it continued as a Vichy-style
initiative spurred on by Japanese demands to put more of Indochina’s land
into production. In keeping with the neo-traditional tendencies of Vichy in
the colonies, the casier evolved into a model for converting the Plain of
Reeds and other contested zones into reproductions of traditional, smallfarm landscapes found in the Red River Delta, albeit managed by modern
machinery and featuring a hospital, school, police station, and sports stadium.23 Citing the original 1937 and 1938 decrees, the new Vichy-appointed governor-general, Jean Decoux, initiated a program in 1943 to relocate
one million peasants from the Red River Delta to the Plain of Reeds and
other terres abandonées in the south.24 The close correlation between the
sites chosen for these settlements and ICP base areas suggests that the program was largely politically motivated.25
The individual who played the most formative role in developing the idea
22. Hoài Anh, “Truyền Thống Tranh Chống Th®c Dân Pháp ˆ Æòng Th†p Müıi
(1859–1945)” (The tradition of anti-French colonial uprisings among the people of the
Plain of Reeds), in L´ch S¶ Æòng Th†p Müıi: G¶i Ngüıi Æang S ô´ng (To the living: A
history of the Plain of Reeds), ed. Võ Tr‰n Nhã (Hò Chí Minh City, 1993). These projects began after the failed 1940 Nam KÔ Uprising on 23 November. Party members in
MÒ Tho seized government offices and hunted down police and officials who had
abused their authority in the past. However, the revolutionaries had failed to block the
passage of militia reinforcements from Saigon, and within a few days the uprising was
crushed. Hoài Anh reports that several nearby villages involved in the uprising were
bombed and many party members summarily executed. Those who survived hid out in
the Plain of Reeds, where they commenced development of workshops and bunkers.
23. Eric T. Jennings, Vichy in the Tropics: Pétain’s National Revolution in Madagascar,
Guadeloupe, and Indochina, 1940–1944 (Stanford, Calif., 2001), 170.
24. TDBCPNV RG, File 25093/N21-119, “Feb 1943 GG Decoux to GouvCoch,”
VNA2. For an appraisal of the Popular Front’s “colonisation altruiste,” see Panivong Norindr, “The Popular Front’s Colonial Policies in Indochina: Reassessing the Popular
Front’s ‘Colonisation Altruiste,’” in French Colonial Empire and the Popular Front: Hope
and Disillusion, ed. Tony Chafer and Amanda Sackur (New York, 1999), 236.
25. Records from the Fonds Goucoch, 1940–45, indicate that the government was
intent on settling people along the boundaries of the major forest base areas in U Minh
and the Plain of Reeds, while encircling the remaining forest centers with canals and
roads and turning them into state-run reserves; see Goucoch Divers RG, Files 14104/
H61-48, “Nam Can Dredging,” and H62-7, “Adm of Chau Doc to Gov of Cochinchine.
1 Oct 1943,” VNA2.
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of casiers as a solution to environmental and political problems was the chief
engineer of hydraulic agriculture, who published feasibility studies on over a
dozen projects proposed for postwar development. Chief engineer of Irrigation Gabriel Jammé left behind detailed plans and proposals for reclaiming
large areas of wetland such as the Plain of Reeds. Due to military rationing
during the Japanese occupation of Indochina in World War II, however, there
was little hope of visiting project sites, much less starting work on the projects. He stayed instead in his office, reviewing past reports and surveys.
This wartime cloistering of Indochina’s engineers resulted in reclamation initiatives that, while largely works of imagination in 1943, guided
nation-building proposals during the 1950s and 1960s. Jammé’s plan for
the Plain of Reeds called for the construction of a sixty-kilometer flood
dike and canal running along the western edge of the floodplain, with a
dense web of canals and dikes inside a flood barrier running along Phuoc
Xuyen and 4 Bis canals (fig. 2). Diesel-powered pumping stations would
direct water into irrigation and wastewater channels.26 Such a scheme was
a prime example of what James Scott describes as “high modernist,” a built
environment intended to deliver technical and social benefits to every aspect of human activity in a space previously inaccessible to the state.27
While the casier may have been impossible to realize in 1943, the colonial government did fund two smaller pilot settlements in a different wetland area of the delta. In these smaller projects, Governor-General Decoux
allowed native entrepreneurs to bid for construction contracts because the
French lacked imported machinery during the war. This minor shift in business practices had lasting consequences, as it diminished the power of the
single French company that had worked closely with public works engineers to build most of the colony’s infrastructure until 1930.28 The pilot settlements, called Casiers Tonkinoises for the northern Vietnamese being resettled there, demonstrated how ecologically complex such a project might
be. Within a year of the first settlement’s completion in 1943, over 3,800
settlers had cleared a third of the land, burning off brush and removing
twisted tree stumps from the mud before planting rice. Unfamiliar with the
local tidal and flood conditions, they dug deep canals to drain water outside the casier’s dikes as they might have done back home in the Red River
26. TDBCPNV RG, File H62/7, “Jammé, Aménagement de la Plaine des Joncs:
Avant-Projet Note Descriptive et Justificative,” VNA2.
27. For Scott’s definition of high-modernist constructions, see his Seeing Like a State
(n. 6 above), 90. Scott repeatedly refers to “villagization” schemes such as “strategic hamlets” in Vietnam as examples of high-modernist re-orderings of rural landscapes and
rural life, but the more appropriate example in the Mekong Delta for such projects was
the earlier, failed agroville program initiated in 1958–59 and abandoned in favor of fortifying existing villages (strategic hamlets) during the 1960s.
28. TDBCPNV RG, Files 14042–14068/H61, VNA2.
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Delta. During the dry season, however, water levels dropped so precipitously that the canals ran dry and the settlers had insufficient water for
themselves and their fields. In the end, the colonial government had spent
more than 400,000 piasters on the project with no sign that it would become self-sustaining.29 Nevertheless, work continued, as a fresh wave of
immigrants arrived just before the Japanese surrendered in August 1945
and the Vi¨ t Minh seized government offices in the August Revolution.30
Before more work on casiers could begin, fighting between the French
and the Vi¨ t Minh between 1946 and 1954 turned the Plain of Reeds into
a violent war zone. Leaders of the Vi¨ t Minh—a front organization led by
ICP cadres—established their 8th Division headquarters in the Plain of
Reeds near the town of Mõc Hóa.31 From there and other bases (including
one at the site of the 1866 battle), they led raids, ambushes, and large-scale
offensives. The French launched two amphibious campaigns in February
1948 and June 1950, but by 1953 the Vi¨ t Minh had effectively “liberated”
the core wetland areas of the Plain of Reeds, redistributing land to thousands of farmers who supported them.32
Ngô ình Diệm and American Nation-Building in
the Plain of Reeds

With the Vi¨ t Minh largely in control of the Plain of Reeds, the prospects for realizing casier settlement schemes were dim until the negotiated
settlement at Geneva in July 1954 led to the partitioning of Vietnam and
the relocation of Vi¨ t Minh troops to North Vietnam. “Liberated land” reverted to the control of its former owners, and new Vietnamese and American actors stepped in to initiate a nation-building program. The U.S.
Operations Mission (USOM), a military and technical-aid mission formed
in 1950 with offices in Hanoi and Saigon, worked quickly to support an alternative, anticommunist government in Saigon. It encouraged the formation of a South Vietnamese government led by Ngô Æçnh Di¨m, while U.S.
Navy vessels transported 900,000 refugees from the Red River Delta to temporary camps outside Saigon and in recently evacuated Vi¨ t Minh base
areas such as the Plain of Reeds.33 Indirectly, the American relocation of
29. TDBCPNV RG, File BO/3904, “L’administrateur, chef de la province de Rachgia
à Monsieur le Gouverneur de la Cochinchine, 22 January 1945,” VNA2.
30. TDBCPNV RG, File BO/3904, “Budget Générale: Aménagement de la Region
Rach-Gia—Ha-Tien, 25 January 1945,” VNA2.
31. “Mõt Trung Tâm Kháng Chiân ˆ Nam Bõ (1945–1949)” (A center of the resistance in the south [1945–1949]),” in L´ch S¶ Æòng Th†p Müıi: G¶i Ngüıi Æang S ô´ng
(n. 22 above), 61.
32. Elliott, The Vietnamese War (n. 11 above), 70–80.
33. Carlyle A. Thayer, War by Other Means: National Liberation and Revolution in
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northern refugees had accomplished the old French goal of moving petit
colons to the terres abandonées.
Despite the rhetoric of Walt Rostow and others who characterized aid
to South Vietnam as enabling that country’s “take-off ” from an agrarian to
an industrialized economy, American aid projects in the mid-1950s relied
heavily on former colonial businesses, technicians, and documents. Engineers such as Jammé returned as technical advisors for U.S. initiatives.34 A
concrete example of the problems generated by the persistence of such
intermediaries was one of the colony’s most potent symbols of development authority, the dredge. As the French did after the colonial conquest,
American advisors first concentrated on rehabilitating the waterway network to permit patrols in insurgent areas and allow for economic development. New American equipment, in particular two imported dredges manufactured by the Johnson Corporation in 1955, did not arrive fast enough
to carry out the first projects, so the USOM hired the former colonial construction enterprise to use its aging fleet of five vessels.35 The USOM thus
allowed the colonial monopoly to continue work and even paid it to operate American dredges when they arrived. The USOM contracted with the
colonial monopoly to run a training program for Vietnamese technicians
and until 1960 permitted the company to bid against the South Vietnamese
government for U.S. development contracts. The French enterprise predictably discouraged its Vietnamese crews from serving the government, enticing them to stay on in the private sector with higher salaries.36 After the
Ministry of Public Works took control of the French- and American-donated machines in 1960, American construction firms entered Vietnam and
continued this competition in the construction sector.37
Viet-Nam, 1954–1960 (Sydney, 1989), 18. See also “Lansdale Team’s Report on Covert Saigon Mission in ’54 and ’55,” in The Pentagon Papers, as Published by the New York Times,
ed. Neil Sheehan et al. (New York, 1971), 55.
34. Jammé joined a private French consulting firm (SOGREAH) and was then hired
with American funds through a UN agency. American agencies gradually replaced these
individuals and firms with American individuals and firms. Rostow first published what
is called the “take-off theory” in a 1958 article; see W. W. Rostow, “The Take-Off into SelfSustained Growth,” Economic Journal 66, no. 261 (1956): 25–48. He later expanded on
this idea in W. W. Rostow, “Stages of Economic Growth,” Economic History Review 12, no.
1 (1959): 1–16, and in The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto
(Cambridge, 1960).
35. Publication NL504, “DMJM, Preliminary Economic and Engineering Study:
Dredging Program (US AID Contract No. 430-990, January 1966),” p. 12, VNA2. The
International Cooperation Administration (ICA), a precursor to the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID), paid $2.5 million for the dredges with funds appropriated from Congress. These vessels, each powered by four General Motors 6-71
diesel engines, augmented the French fleet that had been in operation since 1913.
36. Ibid., 7.
37. Ibid., 38. A dredge foreman working for the Department of Navigation earned
VN$2,379/month, while he made on average VN$9,500/month working for contractors.
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By insisting on using such expensive machinery, American advisors
perpetuated the problems associated with colonial reclamation projects, including offering preferred treatment to American manufacturers and parts
suppliers who built the machines and kept them running at a premium.
Since the 1880s, the construction of Indochina’s canals, roads, and railroads
had propped up French manufacturers, who found protected markets in
the colonies. Hundreds of Indochina’s steel-span bridges, for example,
arrived preassembled from Paris yards such as August Eiffel’s, making him
a millionaire before the building of the Eiffel Tower.38 The tendency of
American agencies to continue such practices using expensive, high-end
machinery rather than local, low-tech alternatives resulted in a concentration of funds and authority in Saigon and the increased vulnerability of the
machines to insurgent attack.
American equipment fell victim to the enemies of the new Vietnamese
state, as well as to the state itself. There were routine delays at customs, and
unpredictable security conditions along the roads and waterways interrupted delivery of spare parts to stranded vessels. Dredges and other major
equipment required large military escorts that raised costs further. A farflung network of manufacturers, contractors, and project sites became an
Achilles’ heel for the nation-building effort as machines, repairmen, and
parts moved from manufacturers in Baltimore and Amsterdam to shipyards in Japan and remote sites in the Vietnamese countryside. A broken
fuel injector might stop operations for days or weeks.39
Besides the problem of perpetuating colonial-era arrangements of
machinery in development schemes, another major challenge to American
nation-building was the new president of South Vietnam, Ngô Æçnh Di¨m.
Together with his brother Ngô Æçnh Nhu, Di¨m exerted a powerful influence
on development initiatives, infusing them with his own ideas derived from
Vietnam’s precolonial past. In the ensuing shuffle of French and American
experts and growing mountains of equipment piling up at the Saigon docks,
Di¨m and his cabinet sought to quickly implement existing schemes in the
Plain of Reeds and two other “depopulated” areas in a manner distinct from
American plans. Di¨m hired French technical advisors to assist the new Ministry of Public Works in interpreting past research in three proposed settlement areas, although he had them monitored by security forces. From July to
September 1955, two French advisors traveled with a detail of Vietnamese engineers and security agents to develop a crash proposal for a massive refugee
settlement in the Plain of Reeds. The French advisors and their Vietnamese
colleagues reviewed and translated colonial-era reports, working in the same
offices that colonial engineers such as Jammé had occupied a year before.
Under close Vietnamese surveillance, they traveled for several days by boat
38. R. Gentilini, Les Voies de Communication en Cochinchine (Paris, 1886).
39. Publications RG, File NL504, p. 23, VNA2.
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and car to secure areas in the Plain of Reeds and flew over the region in a
small aircraft.40 They ultimately scaled down Jammé’s 1943 plan and proposed building a casier of 80,000 hectares next to a former Vi¨ t Minh command center from the Indochina War (fig. 2).41 What had been a “killing
field” a year earlier was now slated for development with a grid of roads and
waterways for approximately 45,000 North Vietnamese Catholic refugees.42
Di¨m accepted and perpetuated the older concept of casiers, but he also
infused them with what he viewed as a more Vietnamese flavor. His vision,
distinct from French or American plans, recalled older Vietnamese forms of
frontier garrison settlements (≠òn ≠iền) that seamlessly connected the work
of building a settlement to defending the territory. Di¨m called on soldiersettlers, not impoverished tenants, to move to the casiers:
Parallel with the establishment of the General Commission [on
Refugee Resettlement], the President has ordered the Army of the
Republic of Vietnam and the Security Section to maneuver troops
who are close to the end of their service to the development centers
[casiers] . . . to create them and find land that is agreeable, to organize their own defense, to clear the land by means they already possess, and to erect houses so that gradually their families may come
to live.43
Di¨m’s idea of a quasi-military settlement was an abrupt departure from
American plans, which intended to depoliticize land disputes by assisting
all residents, especially those most supportive of the Vi¨ t Minh, to acquire
small plots and become landowners. Di¨m and Nhu instead pushed a military strategy to build a security cordon or “human wall,” especially along
the borders with Cambodia and Laos, to protect the capital and farming regions from attack.44
Given Di¨m’s different ideas of modernization, American advisors began to distance themselves from direct involvement in reclamation or settlement programs by mid-1958. In routine visits to sites, Americans even
described the tenants and former Vi¨ t Minh more sympathetically than
local government authorities and returning landlords. As work began on
40. GTCC RG, File 312, p. 5, VNA2.
41. GTCC RG, File 312, pp. 13–20, VNA2.
42. Elliott (n. 21 above), 1:142.
43. Phú Tông Thống Æ¨ I CH (PTTDICH) (First Presidential Cabinet, Republic of
Vietnam) Record Group, File 10807, VNA2: “Song song vÙi vi¨c thành lÁp Nha Tông
Quan Æốc, các Cìng Trüıng Khuâch-TrüÛng Nìng Nghi¨p, Tông Thống cùng ≠· ch©th´ cho Quân-Æõi Vi¨t-Nam Cõng-Hoà cóng B‡o-An-Æoàn ≠iều-≠õng mõt sô´ binh-sÒ
sÈp ≠ân h‚n gi‡i-ngù, ≠ân nhùng Trung-Tâm Dü-Æ´nh lÁp Nìng-Trüıng ≠é tçm ≠´a-≠iém
thích hÛ.p, t® tô ch§c phòng v¨, khai-phá bÍng phüÛng-ti¨n riêng hi¨n có, c„t nhà ≠é ≠üa
l‰n l‰n gia-≠çnh hî ≠ân lÁp nghi¨p.”
44. PTTDICH RG, File 10016, “Plan de mise en culture d’une zône de 70,000 Ha. de
terre: No. 1860-DTCC/55/VP 24 November 1955,” VNA2. For more on these early landdevelopment programs and U.S. reactions to them, see Catton (n. 2 above), 56–58.
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building the casier in the Plain of Reeds, the USOM attempted to intervene
by restricting the use of aid funds, thereby preventing Di¨m from remilitarizing the countryside. The U.S. International Cooperation Administration
(precursor to USAID) issued a statement requiring the Vietnamese government to provide the following before it could receive further funds:
1. An accurate map of the precise area and full economic justification.
2. Detailed plans and time schedule with accurate cost estimates.
3. List of items to be furnished to each family together with accurate
cost estimates.
4. Cropping, land management, and marketing plans.
5. Cost-benefit analyses.
6. Specific information regarding occupancy rights—i.e., the tenure
terms and conditions under which the family will enjoy the land
it will occupy.
7. Plans for cooperation and participation by other specialized
agencies of government, including arrangements for continuing
on-the-ground services to occupants.45
Di¨m reacted angrily to such impositions and ended the contracts for
direct U.S. funding of reclamation and settlement. However, the all-Vietnamese effort to implement casiers unraveled, and insurgent activity in the
region increased.
Di¨m’s often disastrous attempts to carry out his vision of nationbuilding despite the frequent withdrawal of American support highlight
the difficulties associated with competing modernization ideologies. When
a project was completed, media events designed to celebrate them often
took on the qualities of farce, as much of the work was hastily thrown together and drew on improvised solutions. One such moment occurred
when Di¨m insisted on marking his government’s completion of the canal
and flood barrier initially proposed in the Jammé plan. Initial dredging of
Republic Canal (Kinh Cõng Hïa ) began with one of the new American
dredges in 1956. However, hard clays caused frequent delays, and by the
summer of 1957, American advisors abandoned it. Determined to complete
the project, Di¨m ordered the Ministry of Public Works to finish digging
the channel by hand using a locally conscripted labor force.46 A picture
45. PTTDICH RG, File 10809, “USOM Saigon. Considerations Involved in Continued U.S. Aid Support to Economic Land Development 22 October 1957,” VNA2.
Thanks to Edward Miller for contributing this document and first suggesting that American aid officials began pulling away from Di¨m’s land-development programs as early
as mid-1957.
46. GTCC RG, File 55704, “Bõ Tông Trüˆng Cìng-Chánh k/g Tông Thống Vi¨t
Nam Cõng Hòa,” VNA2.
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taken at the inauguration ceremony in June 1958 shows Di¨m standing in
a small motor launch cutting a thin ribbon stretched across what looks like
an irrigation ditch with a motley assembly of farmers in tattered clothing
looking on from the muddy banks. Such a ceremony was a visual reference
to colonial-era inaugurations where governors and engineers arrived
dressed in white suits and promised future prosperity and peace.47 Within
a few months, the new canal and adjacent settlements were under water as
severe floods inundated the region. By December 1958, Di¨m asked for
American airlifts of food and supplies to keep his soldier-settlers living in
the vicinity.48
Militarization, Concentrated Settlements, and Post-Hostility
Planning

The resumption of fighting between communist-led forces and South
Vietnamese government troops in 1959, especially in the Plain of Reeds,
caused friction between Vietnamese and American officials over the future
of rural development. Di¨m’s ministers and military commanders attempted to continue work on the land-development casiers, while he and his
brother began developing a new kind of settlement they called an “agroville.” Di¨m’s agroville campaign in 1959 called for the construction of
“dense and prosperous” zones (khu tró mÁt ). This was the most disruptive
plan yet, involving the forced relocation of rural populations from insurgent-controlled areas to rapidly constructed, barren grids of land dotted
with tin shacks. Farmers had to abandon their village homesteads and
ancestral tombs and walk several kilometers through checkpoints to reach
their fields. Largely because of the worsening security situation and the
forced nature of the program, agrovilles failed both economically and politically. Farmers received insufficient funds to build new households in the
barren checkerboards of land surrounded by razor wire and watchtowers.49
The spaces between houses in agrovilles did not stop guerrillas from moving through the settlements at night.50
In response to popular unrest and the growing strength of the insurgency—since December 1960 led by the National Liberation Front—Di¨m
and Nhu initiated what became the dominant design for rural settlements,
“strategic hamlets” („p chiên lü¯c ). Instead of relocating farmers into new
47. The picture appeared in Ngì Æçnh Di¨m, Con Æüıng Ch°nh Ngh™a Æõc LÁp
Dân Chú (The road to justice, freedom, and democracy) (Saigon, 1958).
48. GTCC RG, File 55704.
49. Joseph J. Zasloff, “Rural Resettlement in South Viet Nam: The Agroville Program,” Pacific Affairs 35, no. 4 (1962–63): 327–40.
50. William E. Colby Oral History Interview 1, 2 June 1981, with Ted Gittinger, 16,
Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential Library, available online at http://www.lbjlib.utexas.
edu/johnson/archives.hom/oralhistory.hom/Colby/colby-01.pdf (accessed 1 July 2006).
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urban centers, the military would fortify the perimeter around existing villages and force the people inside to participate in village defense units. The
Pentagon Papers and other recent studies have asserted that strategic hamlets
were a borrowed model or intermediary design from R. G. K. Thompson’s
hamletization response to the communist insurgency in Malaya. However,
recent research in Vietnamese records suggests that Thompson’s “Delta Plan”
for containing the insurgency arrived well after the Vietnamese program was
under way. Philip Catton suggests that the Di¨m government was aware of
the Malayan experience several years earlier and was not “starry-eyed” when
Thompson presented his plans in autumn 1961. Di¨m told the Americans in
1960 that strategic hamlets instead represented an effort to continue and
modify earlier models based on the Vietnamese idea of soldier-farmers and
the ≠òn ≠iền. Walt Rostow visited with Nhu in autumn 1961 and urged President Kennedy to increase levels of military and economic aid in support of
it. The Kennedy administration’s increasing interest in nation-building in
Vietnam resulted in increased funds for the latest American technology and
aimed to end the insurgency and allow rapid economic development to
begin. It was based, however, on a shaky faith that Di¨m’s government could
actually carry out the programs as intended.51
An inauguration ceremony for one of three new dredges sent to Vietnam in President Kennedy’s first aid package illustrates the disconnects
between American nation-builders, Vietnamese officials, and actual conditions in the countryside that persisted in the early 1960s. In a ceremony
at the Saigon waterfront, American ambassador Frederick Nolting Jr. addressed South Vietnam’s Minister of Public Works, stressing the importance of this new equipment for “extending civilization” and preventing
the countryside from falling into the hands of a communist-controlled
state:
The Kim Giang [Golden River] here is not just proof of the cooperation between two free peoples, it is also part of a combined
struggle to build a better world and a life that is more satisfying
for humankind. . . . Esteemed Minister, I along with Mr. Gardiner
and our American colleagues wish for the Government and the
People to realize success in the development of the waterway system. I envision one day in the near future when every village in
the Mekong Delta will become a center for peace and prosperity.52
51. Latham (n. 2 above), 173, suggests that Di¨m and Nhu became attracted to
R. G. K. Thompson’s tactics, while Catton (n. 2 above), 97, draws from Vietnamese
sources to suggest that Di¨m and Nhu believed that the two insurgencies were fundamentally different and had already designed their program well in advance of meeting
Thompson.
52. GTCC RG, File C15714, “Dièn vËn cúa Æ‚i S§ Hoa KÔ Frederick Nolting Jr. ≠îc
t‚i buôi lè chuyèn giao x†ng Kim Giang ngày 31 th†ng 8 nËm 1961,” VNA2.
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As a symbol of renewed American commitment to Di¨m, the new dredge’s
first project was to rehabilitate the Republic Canal, now running through
territory controlled by the NLF. From August 1961 to June 1963 the dredge
and its Vietnamese crew widened the canal to thirty-five meters and deepened it to three-and-a-half meters. The project cost more than a million
dollars and lasted two years before work stopped again.53 This time it was
not hard clay, but NLF mortar attacks and underwater mines that got in the
way. Unable to maintain security, the Ministry of Public Works recalled the
dredge before the work was completed.54
When U.S. ground forces arrived in Vietnam in 1965, fighting in the
Plain of Reeds intensified while the massive American military presence
with its associated construction contracts further diminished Vietnamese
agencies’ ability to manage reclamation in the Plain of Reeds. American military-engineering battalions arrived with a dozen more dredges, but these
worked primarily on the construction of American bases, naval facilities,
and airstrips. By 1966, the NLF had responded with more sophisticated
attacks, which left some of the dredges—already fitted with armor-plated
hulls and cabins—stranded in distant regions before tugs and military
escorts could bring them in for repair. American firms such as RMK-BRJ
(now a subsidiary of Halliburton) took temporary control of older donated
dredges, pulling them out of regular service to serve military aims.55 Vietnamese engineers thus exercised little control over new waterway projects during the late 1960s and for the duration of the war. Civil dredging was subsumed under regional military commands that commandeered dredges and
crews for strategic uses.56
Capitalizing on the weaknesses of government campaigns, NLF planners utilized the natural, flood-prone terrain of the Plain of Reeds and
other terres abandonées to expand their operations across the Cambodian
border, facilitating one of several important border-crossing routes for
transporting weapons and troops. The reed-covered waterways provided
good cover from helicopters, and deep flood basins disguised by floating
vegetation prevented government troops from easily reaching clandestine
bases by truck or armored vehicle. A severe flood in 1966 also helped the
NLF make gains as farmers fled the agrovilles and strategic hamlets for
higher ground. Floodwaters submerged the roads in the region, giving insurgents effective control over the entire western part of the Plain of Reeds,
from Mõc Hóa to Cai LÁy (fig. 2).57
53. GTCC RG, File 55704 (n. 46 above).
54. GTCC RG, File 1846/6, “v/v an ninh c†c cìng trüıng m†y x†ng 1 June 1962,”
VNA2.
55. Publications RG, File NL504, 17.
56. Ibid., 37.
57. GTCC RG, File 1341/03, “B‡ng Thuyât Trçnh cúa Ký Sü, Trüˆng Ty. Cìng Chánh
Kiân Tüıng 8 December 1966,” VNA2.
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The Tết Offensive, Post-Hostility Scenarios, and a New Spin
on Older Ecological Philosophies

In the violent aftermath of the 1968 Tât Offensive, where combined
North Vietnamese and NLF forces overran dozens of government posts in
the Mekong Delta, the U.S. Department of Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) focused new attention on the Plain of Reeds with
a plan for accelerated development. The severe military situation after Tât
prompted plans for long-term water-management strategies connected to
other schemes under way elsewhere in the Mekong Valley. The chief of the
army’s Engineering Agency for Resources Inventories argued that the military, strategic, and social benefits to be derived from a widespread reclamation project justified immediate field surveys and planning so that implementation could “begin as an impact program at the time of phase down
for military operations.” 58
The ARPA “post-hostility scenario” bore striking similarities to Jammé’s
1943 “postwar” plan in a number of ways. The report identified the range of
past engineering approaches to flooding, including those suggested by
Jammé. The report’s final recommendation followed with a similar sort of
dike-enclosed casier that reflected both the difficulty in managing flooding
on a region-wide scale and the unrelenting military situation.59 The ARPA
plan, however, differed from older colonial designs in several significant ways.
It was intended as part of a larger American strategy to entice representatives
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) to a negotiated settlement in return for commitments of technical assistance throughout Vietnam and the Mekong Valley. It was also novel for its inclusion of ecological
research above and beyond older mechanical solutions to irrigation. A relatively new analytical tool from landscape ecology—terrain cross-sections—
described the region as a mosaic of smaller landscape types rather than as a
single basin. The ARPA study described and mapped different communities
of key flora and fauna. The inclusion of this ecological approach within a military-commissioned development study was an important modification to
older designs. It recast the remote interiors of the Plain of Reeds not as wasteland, but as a complex ecological terrain. Parts of the report even resembled
earlier work by human geographers such as Gourou, who used the term casier
to describe landscapes that he saw as products of human–environmental
relationships unique to Vietnamese culture.60
58. Publications RG, File NV 4730, “Department of Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency Order No. 1068, Accelerated Development: Plain of Reeds,” VNA2.
59. Ibid., 79.
60. Ibid., plate 12. See also Gourou (n. 16 above). Among various essays highlighting the contributions of Gourou’s work to rural development in Vietnam is John Kleinen’s recent essay, “Tropicality and Topicality: Pierre Gourou and the Genealogy of
French Colonial Scholarship on Rural Vietnam,” Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography
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The ARPA plan reflected an important shift in American attitudes
toward modernization after 1968. First, it resituated reclamation of the Plain
of Reeds as part of a larger plan to develop the entire lower Mekong Valley.
Since 1952, Americans and other international consultants had produced
dozens of surveys of potential dam sites for what in 1957 became the UNbased Mekong Committee. The committee proposed a Mekong Cascade of
multipurpose dams modeled on the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). As
the war escalated in Indochina, however, planning for the Mekong Cascade
eventually ceased. President Johnson, in a last-ditch effort in 1966, had attempted to restart the development by sending David Lilienthal, architect of
the TVA, to head a joint commission with South Vietnam called the Mekong
Delta Development Program.61 As one of the last attempts to guide statecentered development, Lilienthal’s involvement amounted to no more than
a few short trips and a new battery of reports. The ARPA plan avoided discussion of existing government agencies guiding the work or construction
timetables. All of the recommendations presumed a post-hostility scenario
in light of mounting violence in the countryside. A later Rand Corporation
study echoed this sentiment, pointing to the troubling situation across the
border in Cambodia.62
This conditional commitment of American support coincided with
President Nixon’s “Vietnamization” plan for the war, while still bearing a
strong resemblance to Jammé’s 1943 desk studies. The plan articulated
American interests for shifting the financial burden of development to international lending institutions such as the Asian Development Bank.63 Such
actions were not just born out of the weakening strategic and financial position of the United States, but a changing modernization ideology influenced
by the diplomatic situation with China. Similarly to Jammé’s studies, the
ARPA and Rand studies reiterated a high-modernist faith in the forces of urbanization and advanced technology, yet they were even further removed
from actual conditions in specific sites. The engineers, ecologists, and others
contributing to the new reports had essentially written off the prospect of
realizing such projects. Without any chance of testing their ideas, they, like
Jammé, looked to the utopian world of post-crisis scenarios. By 1972, the
Plain of Reeds was effectively out of reach, controlled by NLF forces. One
26 (2005): 339–58. Kleinen suggests that Gourou influenced not only French, but also
postcolonial Vietnamese (and, I would add, American), thinking on rural development
in Vietnam.
61. Nguyèn Th´ Di¨u, The Mekong River and the Struggle for Indochina (Westport,
Conn., 1999), 153. See also David Ekbladh, “‘Mr. TVA’: Grass-Roots Development, David
Lilienthal, and the Rise and Fall of the Tennessee Valley Authority as a Symbol for U.S.
Overseas Development, 1933–1973,” Diplomatic History 26 (2002): 335–74.
62. Victor J. Croizat, The Development of the Plain of Reeds: Some Politico-Military
Implications (Santa Monica, Calif., 1969).
63. Nguyèn, The Mekong River, 166.
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American systems theorist, hired to consider prospects for basin-wide
development late in 1974, echoed this sentiment in the following remarks:
There seems to be no basic conflict in [numerical] values that needs
to be worked out. The battles that have been going on in the region
are about who shall govern, not about different ecological philosophies. If the facilities are designed properly it is the human population that benefits and all the ideologies are willing to take the
credit.64
Such studies may have breathed new life once again into old, high-modern
approaches to development with additional studies of ecological conditions, but was there ever any real agreement? Did Americans, their Vietnamese counterparts, or their Vietnamese enemies agree on a single “ecological philosophy”?
Conclusion

While many disagreed about their respective worldviews at the time, a
look at development projects under way in Vietnam today shows that older
differences have been blurred. Since economic reforms were passed in
1986, the Vietnamese government has initiated many large-scale projects in
the Plain of Reeds and other areas, including construction of flood dikes
and pumping stations following the earlier casier designs of Jammé and the
1968 ARPA plan. That today’s engineers and planners may be drawing their
ideas from old documents is not surprising, given that government agencies today in Ho Chi Minh City often inhabit the same office space as pre1975 and pre-1954 agencies. While some materials may have been removed
or destroyed, many project reports have presumably been preserved and
are considered historic “data.” Americans may have encouraged the transfer of USAID documents in 1975 as well, as they hastily prepared for the
arrival of the North Vietnamese in Saigon in April 1975. When I asked a
former People’s Army of Vietnam agent about similarities I’d noticed
between current projects and past documents—some appeared to follow
old plans almost exactly—he remarked that the U.S. Agency for International Development office boxed up two decades’ worth of advanced studies in a shipping container and moved them to the Presidential Palace so
they would not be destroyed when Saigon fell.65
64. Richard L. Meier, “Human Ecology in Long-Term River Basin Planning—the
Mekong Case,” University of California Institute of Urban and Regional Development
Working Paper No. 239 (Berkeley, Calif., 1974), 18.
65. Personal conversation with Ph‚m Xuân ˝n, April 2000, Hò Ch° Minh City. Ph‚m
Xuân ˝n is perhaps the best-known Vietnamese spy, because he worked with many
American journalists through his positions at Reuters and Time. While I have little to
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In order to compare environmental and economic dimensions of current projects with projects proposed in the past, it is important not only to
trace such high-level connections, but also to follow the movement of engineers, contractors, laborers, and equipment to see how present-day “actors”
interact with one another and the local environment as intermediaries, carrying forth older ideas, and as mediators, making alterations. While project
documents may not have changed much, contemporary environmental
and political conditions have. Any assessment of the legacy of nation-building in Vietnam must not only examine the persistence of older American or
colonial designs in the landscape, but also show how those environments
have changed. The network-based approach to nation-building presented
here opens up historical inquiries into the phenomena of nation-building,
especially American modernization schemes attempted between 1950 and
1970. It makes visible the constraints to nation-building—what I have
called the colonial mold—and, for the study of the legacy of nation-building, it shows how specific projects continued or modified past social and
environmental conditions. Such a perspective draws attention to the wide
variety of actors—human and nonhuman—that played important roles in
either constraining or enabling specific actions. While some may wish to
debate whether abandoned feasibility studies, broken-down equipment,
and landscape features such as canals and airstrips have agency, when such
objects are linked with influential humans, they may exert powerful influences on development work. Individuals such as Jammé were relatively
powerless to implement plans when they authored them; yet when South
Vietnamese experts paid with American funds picked them up, those plans
became central to effecting rapid social and environmental change.
Given the escalating conflicts in the Middle East today and growing
concern from many fronts about the environmental and social consequences of American nation-building, it is imperative that scholars begin to
question nation-building, state-guided development, and similar processes
as complicated social, semiotic, and material transactions. Approaches
from science and technology studies that consider how scientific experiments, laboratories, and technologies are produced offer some interesting
angles on past and present social experiments, such as those described
above. Finally, we must consider nation-building not only as a nation-centered effort, but also as a more historically and spatially complex set of
actions with distributed effects felt elsewhere in other parts of the world
and in other times. We should consider the Homer Atkinses working in
corroborate ˝n’s story—and it is very likely that he embellished this memory, in light of
comments such as Meier’s above—it is likely that American aid officers saw such projects as ultimately supporting American economic interests in the area. For more on ˝n,
see Larry Berman, Perfect Spy: The Incredible Double Life of Pham Xuan An, Time Magazine Reporter & Vietnamese Communist Agent (New York, 2007).
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Baghdad or Kabul today not simply as technicians coping as “professionals”
in complex, unfamiliar environments, but as historically situated, socially
networked agents shaped by their own past experiences and associations
and carrying these experiences from one project to another. As the frequent
attacks on contractors show, nation-building firms such as Blackwater and
Halliburton are themselves both intermediaries and mediators in current
affairs. Geoffrey Forden’s recent article in this journal points to a serious
need for more critical study of how indigenous technical and scientific consultants working in nation-building scenarios also act as intermediaries
and mediators.66 The potential failure of American nation-building in Iraq
and Afghanistan will ultimately rest on decisions made by all of these actors
as they respond to past models of development and changing social and
environmental conditions in the present. The relative wealth of documents
now available on nation-building activities in Vietnam offers a valuable historical laboratory for assessing nation-building schemes if we readjust our
theoretical lens to consider a broader array of actors and sources.

66. Geoffrey Forden, “How the World’s Most Underdeveloped Nations Get the
World’s Most Dangerous Weapons,” Technology and Culture 48 (2007): 92–103.
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